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Low-temperature plasma is used in neon lamps and plasma

televisions. Recently, low-temperature plasma has found new

applications in medicine, disinfection, food industry and water

purification. It turns out that a cocktail of active plasma particles has a

pronounced antibacterial effect. In addition, plasma can accelerate

many chemical reactions.

However, scientists and engineers faced significant difficulties here.

When working with living tissues, strict temperature requirements

are imposed (no more than 30-40 °C) and density (the effect is

achieved only when using a sufficiently dense gas jet). It is easy to

obtain low-temperature low-density plasma or dense plasma with a

temperature of several hundred degrees (as in plasma welding), but it

is very difficult to control both parameters simultaneously.

The company's specialists managed to solve this most difficult

engineering task thanks to the development of unique portable

nanosecond high-voltage low-temperature plasma generators (NsHV-

generator), which opens up fundamentally new opportunities for the

large-scale introduction of cold plasma technologies into everyday life.

Cold plasma is a partially ionized

gas consisting of electrons, ions,

and neutral particles.



The disinfecting effect is achieved due to the action of

electrons, ions, excited molecules and atoms, UV radiation and

reactive substances (NO2, NO, O3, etc.) in plasma, as well as in

thermal and electromagnetic fields. The efficiency of cold plasma

is related to chemical and physical processes. Hydroxyl

radicals, active oxidants and other charged particles formed in

cold plasma destroy the shells of microorganisms, penetrating

them through membranes.

For this reason, cold plasma is effective even against

antibiotic-resistant pathogens. Important: plasma is absolutely

safe for human and other mammalian cells, even with targeted

exposure, since mammalian cells are eukaryotes, their shell is

significantly stronger than prokaryotes. Low-temperature

plasma disinfection is an effective alternative to existing

disinfection methods.

The technology allows to destroy up to 99.9% of pathogenic

microorganisms, including viruses, bacteria, fungi, and other

harmful microorganisms. It is effective against multi-resistant

MRSA microbes, adenoviruses, NOR viruses and coronaviruses

(COVID-19),having bactericidal, fungicidal and antiviral effects.



Applications of cold plasma
The ability of plasma to destroy 99.9% of pathogenic microorganisms and accelerate 

the metabolism of living tissues of the human body determines its use.

Medicine and 
cosmetology

The use of cold plasma for disinfection increases the level of biosafety and reduces the cost of maintaining it, especially during periods of

pandemics (COVID-19,etc.)We have developed the following devices:

• for disinfection of water, air and surfaces in private houses and apartments;

• for disinfection of water, air and surfaces in public places (transport,retail outlets, offices, restaurants,hotels and other institutions);

• for disinfection of air, water, surfaces and products in the food industry (pasteurization,sterilization,etc.);

• for disinfection of air, surfaces and instruments in medical institutionsin the treatment of a wide range of diseases (oncology, surgery,

dermatology,dentistry,cosmetology,veterinary medicine).



Innovative, fast and safe disinfection of premises

100% safe - no aggressive chemicals, high temperatures or

ultraviolet radiation. The mist of activated distilled water breaks

down into environmentally friendly oxygen and water within 10-

15 minutes. No smell, streaks or damage – no additional cleaning

is needed after disinfection.



The water purification and oxygen saturation system is

scaled for any task, for this it is made modular. Drinking

water with oxygen improves metabolism, and pool water

does not require the use of chemistry.

Water purification device



Medical device for the treatment of living tissues

Acceleration of healing compared to antibacterial and antifungal

therapy by 2-3 times. No effect of bacterial resistance to plasma

therapy. Activation of skin regeneration and rejuvenation mechanisms.

A cold plasma treatment session takes from 2 to 10 minutes.

Treatment is 2-3 times cheaper than antibacterial therapy and ten

times cheaper than surgical procedures. The consumable material is

inexpensive and affordable technical helium, argon or nitrogen. The

device is versatile and can replace several expensive devices at once.



Plasma Air Purification Filter

Plasma air purification filter is a universal solution for a

safe microclimate in the house, office, apartment.

Destroys 99.9% of harmful microorganisms, even

resistant to antiseptics and antibiotics.
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